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april
newsletter
crestwood pleasant hill
it’s about growth.
4.8.19

Anniversary Dates

Welcome!
With this April edition of our newsletter, we want to
update everyone on some of the current things
happening in our building, in the community, and in the
world. Have ideas? Suggestions? Feedback? We’d love
to hear them! Reach out to our journalism team
anytime about anything you enjoyed, didn’t like, or
want to contribute! Happy reading! 

Celebrating their Crestwood
anniversaries in March:

Josh – 1 year (4/2)
Kurt – 15 years (4/29)
Thank you for your service,
we appreciate you!

April Events
4/5 at 10:00am – White
Pony Express
4/12 at 10:00am –
AniMeals

“To be good at
anything, you first
have to be good at
follow through.”

4/15 at 7:00pm –
Pleasant Hill City Council
4/19 at 10:00am –
Berkeley Shoreline
Cleanup
4/19 at 2:00pm – Facilty
BBQ
4/22 at 2:00pm – Earth
Day Party
4/26 at 9:45am –
Hillcrest Church Food
Room
4/29 at 2pm –
Community Meeting

See pages 5 and 6 for
our special Dog Show
recap!

In this Issue…
 Great Local Hiking
 Netflix and Gabe
 Raising an Eco
Toddler
 Restaurant Review
 Susan Explains
 Dog Show Recap
 Great Moments in
Green Innovation
 Wildcat Player
Profile
 Ask Kate
 Trivia
 …and much more!

Congratulations to our Best in Show
winners, Helen and her dog Amesky!

- Ryan Olynyk

Crestwood’s 5th Annual Earth Day Party!
On Monday, April 22nd at 2pm, join us for a special game of Family
Feud (earth edition), facility and world updates, information on the
controversial Green New Deal, and more! Additionally, we will be
kicking off our used shoe drive, so if you have any gently worn or
new shoes that you no longer wear, please bring them in! Shoes will be donated to
Funds2Orgs, an organization that sends collected shoes around the world, providing
opportunities for micro-entrepreneurs to set up small businesses selling these
repurposed shoes in their communities. Why shoes on Earth Day? Because they
frequently end up in the landfills and take more than a lifetime to decompose, so it is
one step we can take to help the environment.
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ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT
Netflix and Gabe
Shifting his focus over the pond, Gabe reviewed the two
season Netlix show Flowers, based on a dysfunctional family
living in the British countryside. Starring recent Oscarwinner Olivia Coleman and Julian Barrett from The Mighty
Boosh fame, the story centers around family relationships
and experiences following the father’s loss of employment
and resulting challenges. “There’s lots of depression, sibling
rivalries, infidelity and more,” said Gabe, unsurprisingly
excited by these themes. “While Coleman and Barrett are
historically comedic actors, they’ve taken on a lot of
dramatic roles recently. It was nice to see them playing
parts where they simultaneously did both.” Gabe raved
about the acting all around, enjoying that Coleman was both
“hilariously over the top, and also very intense.” Among
Gabe’s favorite parts; a dream sequence with people
crawling through the grass like worms (nightcrawlers style),
and several scenes where ashes of a late grandmother are
spread. You know, Gabe stuff.
Gabe recommends Flowers for: “People who like dry,
subtle, British-style comedy. And for people who aren’t
averse to exploring dark comedy, and are willing to laugh at
things that aren’t typically funny.”
Gabe does not recommend
Flowers for: “Anyone who
likes color – the whole show is
very drab and muted. Not for
you if you like bright, shiny
things. And, if you like simple
set-up/punchline type comedy,
this is not for you.”

Writing Group Submission
On first glance across the room in La Louvre
Museum, Paris is seeing the famous painting,
"The Mona Lisa." She has a soft, pale face
with the most bewitching smile. The
landscape background around her head is
also soft in colors and fades into the total
picture frame. The painting is secured behind
a plexiglass frame but her eyes follow you
no matter where in the room you're viewing
it. Mysterious lady. Feminine mystique! -Linda

Susan Explains Taxes
In America’s favorite feature, our
beloved and eccentric Director of
Culinary Services gets the
opportunity to give her colorful,
creative, alternate explanations to
otherwise agreed-upon facts.
Want to hear Susan explain something in her own unique
way? Let us know!

Susan, tell us how Taxes work…
Taxes are (censored). Why do we have to pay
taxes?? I don’t get it. We work and then we have to
pay? Nobody likes taxes. Who started it and what is
it for? Is it for our Social Security? We don’t even
get that much. At the end of the year, you do the
income taxes and then you have to pay again. It’s
better to just do nothing. Is this part of the voting
thing? Yeah, I remember you saying that you have to
vote yes or no for taxes. Some parts are okay, like
police and firefighters and roads. I don’t mind paying
that. I think I took a civil class but I completely
forgot. They don’t have taxes in (my home country
of) Indonesia. I don’t know who pays for things there
– maybe corruption pays for it? It’s good that we
have representatives so they don’t just do whatever
they want with the money. Have I voted for things
that made taxes go up? I don’t even know. Do they
even tell us where the tax money goes to? How do
we know? We don’t know, right? It would be nice if
we could see where the money goes.

Don’t forget to file your taxes!
Jokes of the Month!
Q: What did the sea say to the penguin?
A: Nothing, it just waved!
Singing in the shower is great until you get shampoo
in your mouth. Then, it's a soap opera!
Q: How many psychiatrists does it take to change a
light bulb?
A: Only 1... but the light bulb has to WANT to
change.
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COMMUNITY

Employee of the Quarter

Sara!
Our Employee of the Quarter award is designed to
recognize the person who most stood out and put their
stamp on a three-month period of time. A few months shy
of celebrating 15 years with
Crestwood, Sara has more
than done that to kick off
2019. From CARF prep to
new county processes to dog
show planning to covering
needed shifts on the floor,
Sara is willing to do anything,
anytime, anywhere.
Thank you, Sara!

Intern Updates
Can you believe our interns are already halfway through their
internship program?! Boris, Kate, and Dylan have embraced
this opportunity to give back to our building and are actively
running their own groups. These groups won’t be around
forever so make sure to check them out while you can!
Travel Around the World with Boris: Fridays at 11am in the
Activity Room
Let’s Talk with Kate: Thursdays at 3pm in the West Bridge
Community Corner
Social Skills and Friendly Relationships with Dylan: Fridays at
12:15pm in the Activity Room

Group Spotlight: Medication Education
Come check out Sam’s Medication Education class every
Thursday at 2pm in the Bridge Activity Room. It’s a great
opportunity to learn more about medications you or your
loved ones may be prescribed. We discuss everything
pertaining to medication, from how your body and mind
react and process them, to how lifestyle choices affect
different medications. Do you have questions about
medications? How they work to reduce symptoms? How they
travel through your system or why we have to do blood
draws so often? Want to know more about alternative
treatments? Stop by every Thursday at 2pm – questions and
discussion are welcomed and encouraged!

Volunteer Opportunity Spotlight: AniMeals
More and more pets are finding themselves without a home
because their families are facing hard economic times.
AniMeals partners with the Contra Costa Humane Society
and the Food Bank of Contra Costa and Solano to help
financially-challenged individuals keep their pets in the
home. Pet food is collected and then distributed it to our
community’s families who are most in need. AniMeals
volunteers help package larger bags of pet food into smaller
bags that then get distributed. After helping out, volunteers
have the opportunity to spend time hanging out and playing
with the kittens and adult cats in the Kitty Corner! If you
would like to get involved with helping the animals, see
Abeth or Kurt.

Get to Know Terrie!
What’s your dream job and why?
I want to be a chef – my favorite food is asparagus.
Where is your favorite place to travel?
Visiting my aunt in Placerville. It has really nice scenery with a lot horses
and sometimes snow.
Who inspires you?
My mom because she has always been there for me.
What is your biggest pet peeve?
I hate waiting in long lines. And I don’t like when I can’t get something
done right.
What do you like about Crestwood Pleasant Hill?
The staff – everyone is pretty connected and always know what’s going on.
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Dreamcatchers Employee of the Month:
Mayra
Position: Dishwasher
Favorite books: Novels about families and
classic novels
Favorite music: Spanish
Favorite pastime: Soccer

Contributing to Our Community

Mayra is relatively new to the Dreamcatchers program and is taking her
job seriously, as evidenced by her attendance record and always being
on time to her shifts. She enjoys her job in the kitchen and likes the
tasks of keeping things clean and put away properly. Mayra adds that
she thinks the Dreamcatchers program is very helpful in getting people
ready to have jobs outside the facility and would recommend the
program to all residents who are interested. Mayra plans to obtain a
cashier’s job when she transitions out into the community. When not
participating in Crestwood classes and doing her job in the kitchen,
Mayra enjoys singing in her church. Mayra adds that most people don’t
know that she is an upbeat person and enjoys being with others. We
enjoy being with you too, Mayra. Thank you for your hard work and
congratulations on your award!
New Staff – Welcome Gena!
Fun Facts:
-In high school, she raised 6 guide dogs for the blind
-She enjoys gardening, and spending time with her
daughters at the beach
“I love being an employee here and working with all
our residents!”

So you think you know Chelsea?
What do you like best
about working at
Crestwood?
Making real, genuine
connections with people.
Everything else can be
really stressful, but when
you can sit down with
someone, it’s like “Yeah,
this is why I’m doing this.”

Tell us something you’d
like to do and something
we don’t know about you:

I’d love to travel to
Portugal and see
where my family
came from. And for
something people
don’t know, I have
two siblings who are
six weeks apart, but
they aren’t twins.

COMMUNITY

What are your hobbies
outside of work?

I really enjoy painting
and drawing. I really
like doing landscapes,
but not so much
people… especially
hands, hands are evil.
I like galaxy scenes
and other things you
feel like you can get
lost in.

What’s the best school in the UC system?

C’mon, we know it’s Davis

The Curran household makes a monthly
donation to varying causes. Donations of
any amount can help organizations in need,
and come with the side benefits of feeling
empowered to aide causes of personal
importance. In this feature, we highlight
organizations to which you may want to
donate, should you be inclined. Whether
you are donating $5 or $100, you can make
a real impact.
This month’s donation went to:

Givealittle – Christchurch
Shooting Victim’s Fund
We were horrified at last month’s terrorist
attack at the two mosques in Christchurch,
New Zealand, targeting groups of Muslims
in their place of worship. In order to do
our part to support a community of people
so frequently targeted and vilified, we
donated to Givealittle’s
campaign to help bring
support and resources to
victims and families.
To help: givealittle
We have continued splitting our donations
between RAICES and a new cause. For more
information or to help, www.raicestexas.org/

What’s something people
don’t know about you?
I’m very family-oriented,
my family is my world.
And incorrect grammer
really bugs me and I have
to pull back a lot. My
sister gets really annoyed
when I correct her on it.

It will be two years
with Crestwood in
August for Chelsea,
our awesome Bridge
Service Coordinator!
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CRESTWOOD DOG SHOW!!

MIKE AND BEAR

ANGELICA AND STELLA

Breed: Yorkshire Terrier
Age: 13 years

Breed: Australian Cattle
Age: 3 years
Prize: Dress Up

HELEN

This Year’s Competitors…

MORGAN AND KODA
Breed: Alaskan
Malmute/Husky
Mix
Age: 2 years
Prize: Dog’s Mind
Judges Most Wish
They Could Read

KATE AND TINY
Breed: Chiweenee
(Chihuahua/Dachsund)
Age: 6 years

AND AMESKY

Breed: American Eskimo and
Coggie
Age: 4 years
Prizes: BEST IN SHOW, Best Trick,
Obstacle Course
SUSAN AND GARTH

TRAVIS AND BARRY

Breed: Weimaraner
Age: 11 years

Breed: Part Lab, part
Rhodesian Ridgeback
Age: 4 years
Prizes: Longest Stay
Down and Peanut
Butter Eating Contest

SAM

AND SCOUT

Breed: Pit/Boxer
Mix
Age: 3.5 years

DAVID AND RILEY
Breed: Yorkshire
Terrier
Age: 13 years
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BEST TRICK

OBSTACLE COURSE

PEANUT BUTTER EATING CONTEST

MEET AND GREET

Thank you to everyone who attended and
participated in our 2nd Annual Dog Show! We
raised $133 to donate to the Contra Costa
Humane Society!
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Travel

Recently returned from a trip? Planning one soon?
Let us know so that we can share your experiences!

Adventures in Mexico: Susan Edition
In September, I interviewed award-winning Director of Dietary Services, Susan, about her voyage across the Mediterranean Sea. This
month, I had the pleasure of sitting down with her to talk about her recent one-week trip to Puerto Vallarta, a popular tourist
destination in Mexico. She went with her five sisters, mother, nephew, and various significant others (thirteen people total). Read on to
learn more about her trip!
Chloe: Where did you stay?
Susan: In Villa Ventura, a villa owned by Mrs. Fields, the cookie lady, in a neighborhood called Jalisco. They say it’s the expensive, rich
people neighborhood because everyone who lives there has their own private beach and view of the ocean. We had a private chef and
housekeeping of our choice done every day. They’re part of the villa. I highly recommend this place. It was unbelievable. It was my
favorite part of the trip. Oh my God the food the chef prepared was SO good.

Chloe: Did you do any traveling around?
Susan: We usually just went to the centro during the day, which is a more authentic part of the city. My sisters and brother-in-law
did some fishing and they all went snorkeling, but I didn’t go because I can’t stay on the boat. I get very sea sick. So no. (Chloe: So
what were you doing every day aside from eating?) Eating. And eating. And just going around! And hanging out at our pool. We
also did massages and the woman there had six puppies. So we begged her to let us take them. They were sooooo cute and
smelled so good! Oh my God. I wanted to take one and then if they asked in the airport I would just tell them it’s a stuffed
animal!
Chloe: What kind of dishes did you eat?
Susan: It was mango season, so every day we ate mango mango mango mango and mango. (Chloe: And tacos?). And tacos.
Mango and tacos. Maaango and tacos.
Chloe: Did you learn anything on your trip?
Susan: *Censored*
Chloe: Ok, moving on. What was your favorite thing to do?
Susan: Hanging out with my sisters, spending time in the villa, eating, eating, eating, and talking to the chef. Karaoke. (Five
minutes of watching frightening karaoke videos ensued.)
Next time you’re planning a trip to Mexico, don’t forget to go to Susan for some detailed, very helpful information!
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Escalante Child on the Way!

Chloe Becomes LEED Certified!

Danielle and her husband are thrilled to be
expecting a new baby! Due 9-19-19,
Danielle is still working hard and feeling
good (outside of the expected exhaustion).
After finding out that she had a boy on the
way this time around, Danielle and her
grandmother surprised her husband Daniel
(who didn’t know the biological gender
reveal appointment had happened) with a
box to open. Inside? A bag of baby boy
clothes and an ultrasound. The expecting
couple is thrilled about their growing family,
they just aren’t as certain about a name this
time around as they were when Sophia came
along. Congratulations and best wishes to
the growing Escalante family!

After over 100 hours of studying, Chloe has
aced the test and become accredited in
Leadership in Energy and Environmental
Design! In learning the basics of green
building, both during design, construction and
in operation and maintenance, Chloe has
taken another big step toward saving the
planet. Said Chloe, “It was an intense
experience and I hope to never take another
exam in my life, but I gained an abundance of
very valuable and interesting information that
I’m anxious to implement both in my personal
life and in my career. I hope to help
transform the way buildings are built and
operated in order to contribute to a healthier
environment.”
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Big Promotion for Kenetha!
Though we will miss Kenetha in Pleasant Hill, we
are thrilled for her and exicted she is staying in the
Crestwood system as she takes her next step as
Program Director at Crestwood Vallejo! Kenetha
has ran our Dreamcatchers vocational program for
the past four plus years, exponentially increasing
the number of jobs available to our residents, and
helping people to create meaningful roles.
Additionally, she has served for the past two years
as the Assistant Program Director for the Bridge,
has been a member of our DBT and WRAP teams,
a two-time championship outfielder on our
softball team and much more. Congratulations on
the big next step, Kenetha, and we’re glad we’ll
still be connected!

New Opportunity for Abeth!
Abeth has been an institution at
Crestwood for nearly seven years, and
while she’s remaining with us, her time in
the building will change following her
accepting a major opportunity at Kaiser
San Francisco. Currently in training,
Abeth will be working as Hospitality Aide
in the Environmental Services
Department, focusing on “Total Health
Care.” Says Abeth, “I am happy to serve
our consumers and the communities
with kindness, compassion and providing
a safe and healthy environment to
everyone.” Congratulations on the new
opportunity, Abeth, and we’re glad you’re
also staying with Crestwood!
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Angelica’s Recipe of the Month:
Brown Sugar Apples
Do you ever want something sweet and homemade but
don’t want to end up baking for hours? Ever crave
comfort dessert food that has grandma’s apple pie
taste? Here is a quick apple recipe that is sure to hit the
spot on a cold winter night or to wow your guests at
any gathering.
Ingredients
4 apples (my favorite to
use are green apples)
½ cup water
½ cup brown sugar
1 tsp nutmeg
1 tbsp cinnamon
1 tsp allspice
A squeeze of lemon juice
Directions
Peel and dice the apples to small bites. Over the stove
in a sauce pan, bring the apples and water to a boil.
Then simmer with all the other ingredients for about 810 minutes. Make sure the apples are very tender. If
you want to the apple mix to be a little sticky, mix a
little cornstarch and water in a separate bowl and add
to the apple mix.
Want some ideas on what to do with this apples? My
fiancé loves to eat them by themselves for breakfast.
Gabe suggested heating over some fresh made
pancakes. You can also eat over vanilla ice cream or
bake inside homemade croissants. When you want to
be fancy for your guests, pour some into pastry shells
for a bite size treat. Or pour into a homemade pie crust
for apple pie.

Wellness Tip of the Month
Did you know April is National Stress
Awareness Month? Here a few ideas on
managing stress you can try today: Focus
on the positive, implement a few minutes of
meditation a day, exercise a few days a week, take
some time away from media, and do something that
brings you joy.

HEALTH & WELLNESS
MYTH or FACT : Sun Tans
The sun is out. The first day of Spring has sprung and
Summer is on its way. Time to get outside in the
sunshine and soak it up…but not too much of it or you’ll
get a sunburn. Sunscreen is an effective blocker of the
Sun’s UV radiation, but what about a tan? We went in
search of the truth of that piece of conventional wisdom
that getting a base tan will prevent sunburns. Here’s
what we found: tanning is the body’s natural defense
against the Sun’s UV radiation. Cells called melanocytes
in the skin make extra of the pigment melanin in
response to UV radiation that does help to block
subsequent UV radiation. However, that natural
sunblock that you acquire through tanning just doesn’t
work well enough to prevent sunburns. We’ll rate this
one a myth and buy some sun block.
The Root Chakra
In March, the Monday Meditation
Group discussed the Root Chakra, the
first in a series of 7 bodily energy
centers according to Hinduism.
According to the religion, energy
moves through these centers, which function like
wheels, and can become blocked or imbalanced. The
practice of meditation, consumption of certain foods
and teas, yoga postures, and aromatherapy are said to
balance this energy, and, in the root chakra specifically,
this leads to positive outcomes such as feeling
grounded, connected with the environment, and
overcoming feelings of insecurity. Interested? Try some
of the suggestions below and/or join us at 11 in the
meditation room!
1. Consume root vegetables such as ginger, carrots,
and parsnips.
2. Consume red foods such as radishes, beets, or
rainbow chard
3. Diffuse essential oils such as rosemary,
sandalwood, or ylang-ylang.
4. Practice yoga postures such as warrior one, tree
pose, or mountain pose.
5. Meditate using affirmations about nature and
feelings of safety and security.
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Great Moments in Green Innovation
Down (the Hallway) Periscope
History’s greatest inventors have had a knack for taking a
problem previously believed to be unsolvable and
creating magic to make people’s lives better. The cart we
send down to the Pathway during meals was civilization’s
most recent “unsolvable” problem. This rotating chore
came with the responsibility of moving slow and peering
around the sides of this metal beast to ensure no one was
in the way. A potential solution for this problem was
nowhere near anyone’s radar. Enter Kurt. The Thomas
Edison of Crestwood Pleasant Hill, Kurt repurposed
everyday household items to create a periscope that
attaches to the meal cart, allowing its navigator to see in
front of the cart like never before. Best of all, the process
for its creation was sustainability-focused with no
chemical production required! Great job, Kurt!

Share your green inventions to be featured in this newsletter!

Calling all Pleasant Hill Residents and Employees!!
On Monday, April 15th, Contra Costa County’s Last Plastic
Straw will be attending Pleasant Hill’s City Council
Meeting to encourage the city’s elected officials to join
MCE. MCE provides cities with options of either 60% or
100% renewable energy in order to substantially reduce
greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions. In the eight years since
the program started, MCE customers have eliminated
over 300,000 metric tons of GHGs, which is a HUGE
amount! Sadly, Pleasant Hill is one of the few cities in
Contra Costa that hasn’t joined yet. But we can help
change that on April 15th at 7pm by speaking up and
pushing for a healthier Pleasant Hill! If you are interested
in coming, please see Chloe or Darby. If you can’t attend
the meeting but would still like to have
your voice heard, you can also email the
city council here.

ENVIRONMENT
Raising an Eco Toddler
Toddlers are incredibly wasteful! Let’s
work together to take care of them while
also protecting our planet.

Reusable Pouches!
Baby product manufacturers have created a portable,
convenient method to pump nutrition into your child in
the form of pouches. With a range of options, including
organic, simple ingredients, and the ability for the child
to more or less feed themselves, food pouches make
life easier for parents, and can be trusted to help ward
off the most embarrassing of public meltdowns.
There’s one big problem though – the pouch itself is
disposable and wasteful! Enter companies like Baby
Brezza and Tifanso (two examples of dozens) who make
reusable, dishwasher-safe pouches that you can reuse
with food of your liking! For those of
us who are control freaks, it also puts us
in a better position of knowing what’s
going in our kids’ bodies. Save money,
avoid preservatives and limit waste!

Arcadia Power:
Greener, Cheaper Energy
Looking to both spend less money and use cleaner
energy? Great! Arcadia Power is a free service that aims
to provide your home with 100% clean energy. How
does it work? They connect you to local solar projects
and purchase renewable energy certificates from wind
farms on your behalf. They also track and negotiate
lower rates for you so that you can save money while
you save the planet. The list of cities joining MCE (see
left), is growing, and if you live in a city that has not yet
signed up, then Arcadia Power is a great alternative.
Join the 250,000 Arcadia Power customers and support
the growth of cleaner energy! Did I mention you can
save money? To sign up visit:
https://signup.arcadiapower.com/
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Chloe’s Eco Product of the Month:
Zero Waste Phone Covers
Well, the time had finally come for me and my iPhone 5s to say our
goodbyes. After five solid years together, I can’t help but think about all of
the memories we shared, both the good and the bad. But as they say, all
good things must come to an end, and that good thing ended on March 14,
2019. RIP. All new relationships are scary, and this one has been no
different. Will it feel the same? Will it work out? Can I trust it? Time will
tell…
An important step to developing a new relationship is making sure that each
party feels safe and protected, so the first thing I did was search for a highquality phone cover that would prevent it from sustaining any injuries when
I inevitably drop it (many times). After watching countless useless Amazon
videos about each phone case, and reading both amazing and horrible
reviews about the same case, I was at a loss of what to do. Four hours of my
life, gone like that. Some cases were too bulky, some not protective enough,
others just plain ugly. Just as I was about to give up for the day, my eyes laid
upon the most beautiful thing I had ever seen. A 100% compostable, earthfriendly phone case. Say whaaaat? Impossible! Skeptical, and worried that it
was too good to be true, I looked at the reviews on their website. 5 stars
with nearly 3,000 reviews??? I was sold.
These Pela phone covers are made of 100% plant fibers
and decompose in just 3 weeks in compost bins/
facilities (compared to the hundreds of years for plastic
covers)! No toxic chemicals (e.g., BPA, lead, cadmium,
and phthalates) and no yucky plastic. Their starch-based
biopolymer and flax straw add strength to the case,
and their flax shive provides natural shock absorbing
qualities. If you don’ t believe that this is adequate for
protecting the phone, read the reviews for yourself here.
There are different beautiful designs to choose from,
such as the turtle pictured here, a Yosemite landscape,
whales, and more. Not only are these cases amazing, but the company
donates a portion of their profit to organizations that help protect
coastlines, oceans, parks, and wild animals, and they have thus far given
$125,000. Don’t think it can get any better than this? Well, they also sell
zero-waste screen protectors! Unfortunately, I purchased my screen
protector right away in the Apple Store, but next time there’s no doubt I will
get one from Pela instead.
Cases cost about $40, which is comparable to other high-quality options;
and don’t worry, they frequently have sales and promo codes (e.g. PELA15
for 15% off). I bought two for the price of one! So next time you’re in the
market for a new iPhone cover, I highly recommend checking out Pela’s Zero
Waste, 5-star options! I’ve only had mine for a couple of weeks and I love it so
far.

ENVIRONMENT
Earth Day Events
Earth Day Celebration – Saturday,
April 13 from 11am – 1pm
Located at the Town Green, you’ll
have the opportunity to learn and
explore through educational exhibits
and fun activities. Free.
An Inconvenient Sequel – Sunday,
April 14 at 2pm
Free viewing of Al
Gore’s documenttary, “An Inconvenient Sequel:
Truth to Power”
with Sustainable
Lafayette. Learn how to make a
positive impact on climate change
locally. Located at the Temple Isaiah.
DVC’s Earth Day Event – Monday,
April 22 from 11am to 2pm
Live entertainment, free food,
giveaways, and experts in
sustainability. Located at 321 Golf
Club Road in the Commons.
Earth Day Festival – Sunday, April 28
from 11am-2pm
Learn about what YOU can do to
help the environment at this year’s
Earth Day Festival in Lafayette. Enjoy
some tasty pizza, games, and
giveaways! Located on Golden Gate
Avenue, behind the Lafayette
Library. Free.
Lindsay Wildlife Eco-Fest – Sunday,
April 28 from 10am-5pm
At this first-ever Lindsay Wildlife
green event, you will have the
opportunity to learn about worm
composting, sustainable food
choices, and watch an awardwinning documentary called “Old
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CLASSIFIEDS
HELP WANTED
Interns Wanted!
Are you or someone you know an
undergraduate student or recent graduate
looking to begin a career in mental health?
Look no further! Our internship is a 12-week
program focused on giving interns hands-on
experience working in a community mental
health setting and an opportunity to develop
an individualized project in our building. We
have successfully worked with students and
their universities on providing college credit.
We are always accepting applications and our
next cohort is set to begin in early June!

Wanted!
Recovery Coaches: We are currently looking for
full-time, part-time, and on-call individuals
interested in being a Recovery Coach. If you know
anyone who is kind, compassionate, hardworking,
and wants to make a difference, please come see
Gabe ASAP.

Your AD Here

To apply, send resume and cover letter
to Kate at khunter@cbhi.net

DREAMCATCHERS JOB OPENINGS

MOVING????

Flourishing vocational program seeks people interested
in finding a meaningful role while helping the facility
function.

Need some boxes? See our
award-winning Director of Dietary
Services in the kitchen and she’ll
supply you with whatever you
need!
Looking to “Green” Your Home??
There are many tips and tricks for making
a home more eco-friendly, and as
inhabitants of this planet it is important
that we do our part to reduce our
environmental impact and ensure that
future generations aren’t drowning in a
world of plastic. Not sure where to start?
Want free items? See Chloe NOW for
guidance!

Dishwashers:

Sunday, 8:15-9:15 a.m.

Dining Room
Attendants:

Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday,
6-7 p.m.
Thursday, 1-2 p.m., 6-7 p.m.
Friday, 12:15-1:15 p.m.

Lobby Monitors:

Tuesday, 9:30-11:00 a.m.
Wednesday, 11-12 p.m. and
12-1 p.m.

Landscaper(s)/
Gardener(s):

Monday, Wednesday, and Friday
9:00-9:30 a.m.

Please see the Dreamcatchers Bulletin Board for more
details and see Deirdre for an application!
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LOCAL
Angelica’s Restaurant Review:
Original Joe’s

Beach Blanket Babylon:
A Pop Culture Satire

With just one year away, wedding planning is in full
swing. One of the first things Tyler and I did was
select our amazing wedding party and I wanted a
day for my ladies to get to know each other before
all the festivities begin. What a better way for
bonding than a girls day in the city? We decided to
head to San Francisco for a Sunday brunch and then
went to go see the world famous show Beach
Blanket Babylon (see review of the show on this
page). The maid of honor sent out a group chat of
restaurant ideas and before I had a chance to give
input, all the girls had looked up the menu for
Original Joe’s and knew what they were going to
order. Our reservation was for 11:30am and it was
already packed when we walked in on a Sunday
morning. Among the 8 of us, there were a variety of
pastas, seafood, and breakfast plates. Bridesmaid
Kayla, and Maid of Honor Logan, raved about the
spaghetti and meatballs. While I almost gagged at
the slimy texture of the steamed mussels; Maid of
Honor Lauren, said they were the best she has ever
eaten. Our good friend, and wedding officiant,
ordered the Dungeness Crab cocktail and enjoyed a
slice of avocado toast. Trying to eat healthy, I
ordered the California omelet which was delicious
but way too much food. Bridesmaids Lyrica and
Vanessa , ordered the classic eggs and bacon
breakfast while Bridesmaid Olivia, complained
about her tiny caesar salad. But she loved the
bread. We all loved the bread. All in all, the general
census of the group was that Original Joe’s is a
North Beach must! And if you’re going to Beach
Blanket Babylon, it’s only a three minute walk. Just
be sure to make reservations ahead of time.

Whether you enjoy live theater or not, I can
promise you won’t be disappointed in one of San
Francisco’s major hit spots, Club Fugazi, for this
on-going, ever changing, updated pop culture
musical. This live comedy performance makes
for a great night life event or lovely afternoon in
the city. I have been to this show three times
since I moved to the Bay Area and while the
story line remains the same, the show itself is
completely different every time. The cast does
such an amazing job with adding in scenes so
relevant to anything you might see of TV or
social media; unless for some reason you’ve
been living under a rock. Can’t help but love the
classic characters like Mary Poppins and Snow
White? You’ll see them at Beach Blanket. Tired
of boring news stories of Trump or Obama? See
a different side at this musical. What about up
and coming stars like Cardi B? Yup, she’s there
too. No matter your political views, music taste,
or favorite celebrities, no one is free from being
added to this ridiculous, ironic, and exaggerated
comedy. My favorite part of this parody? The
caricature costumes full of pizzazz and mockery
that are sure to have you laughing hysterically.
They offer shows Wednesday to Saturday nights
and on Sunday afternoons for anyone
under 21. You can’t go
wrong with any seat in
the place (except stay
away from the live
band seating. Trust
me on this!) This show
makes for a great date night or trip to the city
with friends. You won’t regret this iconic San
Francisco show.
- Angelica
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Local Activities
Puppy and Kitten Shower – Saturday, April 6, from 11am – 2pm
Puppy and kitten season is upon us! To help these
little guys and gals find a home, ARF is putting on a
Puppy and Kitten Shower, so if you like adorable,
fluffy animals, you don’t want to miss this!
Located at the Tony La Russa’s Animal Rescue
Foundation.
Rodgers Ranch Urban Farm Expo & Sale – Saturday, April 13
from 10am-4pm
Rodgers Ranch will provide free classes on healthy soil, olive oil,
foraging, and more. Vegetables, succulents, flowers, herbs and
hand-crafted items will also be for sale.
www.RodgersRanchUrbanFarm.org.
“Egg”-citing Egg Hunt – Saturday, April 20 from 9:30am-12pm
Spend the afternoon with the Easter Bunny,
facepainting, and participating in other
family-fun activities! Located at Pleasant Hill
Park. Don’t forget your baskets for the big
egg hunt! Pre-registration required.
Comedy with Liz Grant and Friends- Thursday April 25th at
7:30pm
Karinda Dobbins headlines along hilarious comedians from
around the Bay Area and L.A. Tickets cost $20-25; Danville
Village Theater.
http://www.villagetheatreshows.com/event/dbc4fd96e7a34cf7
08bc8d2b8e1d9e43
Maker’s Market at Broadway Plaza – Saturday, April 27 from
11am to 5pm
Looking for handcrafted jewelry and/or home goods? Every
fourth Saturday visit Broadway Plaza in Walnut Creek to shop for
some unique items, and enjoy live music as you stroll around the
plaza. FREE.

LOCAL
GREAT LOCAL(ISH) HIKING
There’s plenty of great, nearby hiking in and
around Contra Costa County. For the outdoorsytypes, we showcase some options as shared by
staff and residents.

Alamere Falls
This trail is located in the Marin Headlands a short
drive directly west from the town of Bolinas. If
you have it in you to make the 8.4 mile roundtrip
on some pretty rugged path then this trail will
reward you with a rare sight: a fresh water
waterfall onto the beach. The trail starts with a
climb through Eucalyptus forest, then the trees
give way and the climb continues until you’re
hiking on the cliffs above the ocean. A final
descent through a tunnel of brush takes you past
the pond that feeds the waterfall. If you are very
careful you can climb down the cliff face and take
a dip under the falls.
Pros:
* The waterfall!
* Views of the Pacific Ocean
* Long enough trail to really get into the hike
Cons:
* It’s popular and can be crowded on the
weekend making parking a challenge
* No facilities except at the trail head
* No pets are allowed

First Wednesdays – Wednesday, June 5 from 5:30-8:30 pm
Every first Wednesday of the month until September 5 there will
be a street music festival in downtown Walnut Creek! Enjoy an
evening of dancing, food, games, and prizes. Free admission.
Local Runs:
- Save Mount Diablo Trails, Saturday April 13
- Pleasanton Run for Education, Sunday April 14
- Lazarex Impact 5.44K, Saturday April 27
- East Bay March for Babies, Saturday May 4
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SPORTS

Volleyball season is back! Come support
your favorite teams in our annual two-ontwo Spring league!

Congratulations to Jayson and
Travis, our 2019 Pool
Tournament champions!

Wildcat Player Profile: Sara
How long have you been a Wildcat?
I’ve been on the team since Crestwood started participating in the tournament,
so about 5 years!
What are you most looking forward to in the 2019 softball season?
Kicking butt and reclaiming our title! And, it’s going to be fun to see which new
players we have on the team this year.
What do you think the Wildcats’ biggest strength is?
Our biggest advantage is that we are a team that likes each other on and off
the field.
What should the Wildcats be most prepared for?
Team Stacking!!! We know it’s coming and we aren’t afraid of it!
What sets the Wildcats apart from other teams?
We all really love the game, we don’t just play to win. We also prep year
round for the tournament.
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OPINION
Ask Kate

Ben’s Mental Minute

Got an issue you need help with? A situation you’re
not sure how to address? Ask our advice columnist,
Kate, for support! Please email her your questions at
khunter@cbhi.net.

“Ode to the Extra”

Dear Kate,
Anytime my loved ones and I argue, even over something small and
stupid, I’m the first to apologize. I say sorry even when I don’t think I
have a reason to be sorry but I hope that it makes the confrontation go
away faster. I don’t want to do this anymore as I believe it is an
unhealthy way of dealing. What are your thoughts? How can I stop
myself from this?
Sincerely,
Sorry not Sorry Sally

There for us all, lying and waiting
(come see!):

Dear Sorry not Sorry Sally,
From my personal experience, your situation is entirely too common. I
know I have dealt with a similar experience and, especially looking back
on my childhood and teenage years, I relate deeply to what you’re
experiencing. Luckily for me, I had a soccer coach in high school that
made us run laps every time we let an unwarranted “sorry!” slip… that’s
one way to stop! But, in reality, it can be far more complicated. One of
the best tips I’ve heard is to start thanking others. For example, if you
have kept someone waiting you can thank them for waiting for you
instead of immediately apologizing for being late which may leave you
feeling like you have to take more time to recover the conversation.
Additionally, and this one may seem obvious, but take the time to really
think to yourself if you have done something wrong. Sometimes, an
apology may come from self-imposed guilt rather than actual
wrongdoing. Further, at times when we feel the need to apologize, it is
often a result of not meeting an expectation that we have set for
ourselves rather than one that has been set for us by others. While
these tips might end up increasing the amount of or prolonging
confrontation in your life, I hope that they will allow you to be more
expressive about and genuine to your true feelings in these situations.
Best of luck!
Kate

Which isn’t extra: it’s
necessary.

Stacked in tight little bunches by the
‘pointments bundled.
But brought by whom? Yes, yes, a
mysterious benefactor
Itched by an idea, a mental cramp,
reified into mint speared and released
into us all!
Thank you, Mom or Dad: I, and we
several, chomp bombastic, a smacking
cacophony,
Children with digestive juices
stimulated, relaxing with clenched
jaws.
We masticate meticulous, serially, like
these lines – and esses -- smack dabtastic!
Melding with molding wax, the perfect
lover that compliments my every notch
and curve. Unique with every
mastication, yet completely in the
image of me…
Thank you, mysterious Boniface, for
your gift which interrupts the day in
staccato form, making it bearable. It
doesn’t gum up the works – it
smoothes the day’s progress.
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Caught in the Acts!

Amare was caught in the act…

Noticing each other acting out
our Crestwood values.

Amare goes beyond to make sure you get the
help you need for any situation. He is one of my
strongest counselors.

Chelsea was caught in the act…

From Audrey

You have done such an amazing job as a Service
Coordinator. The progress you have made with the
residents is very impressive. Thank you for your daily
commitment to the residents at the facility, it is
always a pleasure to work with you.

Mike was caught in the act…

From Mike

You continue to do such a great job of meeting
our residents in the middle and finding a
compromise between helping with driving and
teaching independence. Keep up the great work!
I appreciate your thoughtfulness with this.

Amina, Maja, Jenn, Cara, Biyabeb, Amare, Janet,
Marshet and Susan were caught in the act…

From Angelica

Thank you for always checking in, providing
support and care and patiently reminding people
to take care of themselves. What you are doing is
greatly appreciated. You are all amazing!
From Abeth

Angelica, Chloe, Darby, Kate and Sara
were caught in the act…
They put on an awesome dog show!
Thanks for all the work that made it fun
and weird!
From Travis

Susan Junus was caught in the act…
Our hero! Every week for the past 3.5 months, Susan
cooked meals for us to bring to Trinity to serve to the
homeless. Thank you for your generosity and big
heart! Trinity certainly couldn’t have happened
without you.
From Chloe

Kurt and Abeth were caught in the act…
Thank you for jumping in and helping to coordinate all of the
transportation needs for the week of DBT training.
From Erin

Gina was caught in the act…
Residents on the Pathway keep
telling me what a solid help
and support you are to people
during the evening shift. I
appreciate the relationships
you have built.

Amina was caught in the act…

Lily was caught in the act…

Amina is the fastest worker on
her feet, and always goes
beyond and is ready to give me
one of her hugs.

Thank you for handling ALL the
cooking for the building.
Everyone would starve without
you!

From Angelica

From Audrey

From Travis
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Sam was caught in the act…

Ben was caught in the act…

You continue to be such a strong presence in
this building in the most positive way. The
attention to detail, enthusiasm you put into
work and your approach with residents and
staff continues to impress.

OMG! I could not have done all the driving last Monday
without your very effective support and communication.
We were a good team to make sure that all doctors’
appointments were done. Thank you so much, Ben! You
are so awesome!

From Angelica

From Abeth

Kurt was caught in the act…
Kurt always goes beyond –
making sure you’re safe, and
goes beyond to be a friend
that cares.
From Audrey

Gabe was caught in the act…
Gabe set a record for the
biggest new employee
orientation in Crestwood
history!
From Travis

Danielle was caught in the act…
I appreciate your efforts and
thought to getting our folks to
participate and get involved. You
take on a lot of extra things and I
appreciate you trying to expand
what we can do here.
From Angelica

Susan Jordan was caught in the act…

Kurt and Abeth were caught in the
act…

For organizing groups to design and
create awesome ribbons for the dog
show! Thank you for putting those
together with the residents and
ensuring we had what we needed.

Thank you so much for covering the
driving while I was out. Your support
makes my job and life so much
easier. You are both the BEST!!!

From Chloe

From Mike

Ben was caught in the
act…
Thank you for picking
up so many extra
shifts for whatever is
needed, and with a
great attitude!
From Travis

Sara was caught in the act…
You have been so helpful with
extra UR and county requests, and
working with us every step of the
way. You always do so much and I
appreciate your help with the
recent extra work.
From Angelica

Sam was caught in the act…
You can find Sam all over the
building. He is everywhere!
Always willing to jump into a
new task or need without
notice. Thank you for all of
the hard work in looking at
the bigger picture of our
services, identifying needs
and creating plans/systems
to help solve problems!

Cara was caught in the act…
I really appreciate your
willingness to work
anywhere in the building
and stepping in to help out
on the Pathway. I’m excited
to have you join our
Crestwood team!
From Angelica

From Erin
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EVERYONE was caught in the act…
Thank you EVERYONE for all of
your hard work in preparing for
CARF. All of your dedication and
hard work throughout the year
resulted in one of the best CARF
surveys I have been a part of!

Sonia was caught in the act…
You have only been a Crestwood employee for a
short time, and have managed to already build
some meaningful relationships with the people we
serve. I can’t wait to see what more you can do.
Welcome to the team!
From Angelica

From Erin

Latricia was caught in the act…
Clare and Felicia were caught in the act…
For doing such a great job getting new
admission paperwork and service plans
in the chart in a timely manner, in
addition to also doing quality work and
incorporating feedback.

Latricia goes beyond – supporting,
loving, and good feedback. She is
the best listener. Love you,
Walker.
From Audrey

From Chloe

Felicia was caught in the act…
I see you trying connect with the residents
on your caseload, and in such an
understanding, patient and compassionate
manner. Our residents have nothing but
great things to say about the support you
give them. Thank you!
From Angelica

Kurt was caught in the act…

Erin was caught in
the act…
Thank you for
making yourself so
well-known in the
community. You
know what you’ve
done.
From Travis

Kurt was caught in the act…
You artistic and very creative ideas and
contributions are really fun and effective to
make activities and big events that we offer
inside the building more interesting and fun
for everyone. Thanks Kurt!
From Abeth

Clare was caught in the act…

Thank you so much for helping with the
dog show obstacle course, and making the
hurdles and adjusting the see saw. Your
creativity is inspiring!

Your commitment to the residents on
your caseload continues to impress. I
appreciate how they all know you
support them and know they all can rely
on you. Keep up the great work!

From Chloe

From Angelica
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Marshet, Janet, Kate, Chelsea, Ben,
Asia, Jenn, Biyabeb, Susan, Darby, Maja
and Sara were caught in the act…
Thank you all for the incredible amount
of overtime you have done to help us
cover shifts, sometimes at the last
minute. Thank you all for the
continued hard work and commitment
that you show in practicing quality care
with our residents.

My fellow DBT trainees were caught in the act…
I can circle off all the values for my fellow DBT trainees. Our
first week was challenging, and I want to thank you all (Kate,
Chelsea, Darby and Clare) for supporting me and “validating”
my various feelings throughout the week. Looking forward to
Week 2 and our future in DBT.
From Mike

From Erin

The Pathway Team was caught in the act…

Ana, Jose, Lyn, Marie, Marline and Weimar
were caught in the act…
The facility looks awesome – thank you for
all the work leading up to the CARF survey!

I value every one of you for the amount of hard work you
all put into each shift. It means so much to me when I
check in with residents and hear such great things about
how staff support our folks in a compassionate,
understanding and patient manner.
From Angelica

From Travis

Kate, Darby, Sara and Angelica
were caught in the act…
Sara was caught in the act…
Helping to resolve all of the
UR stuff! I greatly
appreciate all the time and
effort you put in to help get
their issue resolved.

It was so fun working with you
guys on the dog show. I
appreciate each of you being on
the team and thank you for all
the time and work you invested.

Kenetha was caught in the act…
Kenetha went beyond to share
she will be moving on – and let
me feel her presence and saying
goodbye.
From Audrey

From Chloe

From Erin

Jasmin was caught in the act…

Asia was caught in the act…

You have learned on the fly so quickly and make
a great addition to our team. I love seeing you
show our residents so much support in such a
compassionate way. I especially like how you
go about understanding where our folks are
coming from.

You have worked a ton of overtime to fill
shifts and were very flexible when we
needed to make changes last minute. I
really appreciate your hard work.

From Angelica

From Angelica
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TRIVIA!!
Think you’ve got what it takes to answer our newsletter trivia questions?? Send
your answers to either Chloe or Kate before April 27th to be entered into our
monthly $25 gift card raffle!

1.What should people watch if they like dry, subtle,
British-style comedy?
2.Where can you find Sam every Thursday at 2pm?
3.Who took home the most Dog Show prizes?
4.When can you attend Beach Blanket Babylon?
5.Which type of cell is responsible for producing
pigment in response to UV radiation?
6.What is made of 100% plant fibers and decomposes
in 3 weeks?
7.Mango and ___?
8.What is celebrated on April 22nd?
9.How much does the Village Theater charge to see
Karinda Dobbins perform?
10. Which staff was/were recognized for their
support with Dog Show ribbons and obstacle course
items?
Note: You must get at least 8 answers correct to be entered into the drawing!
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